DIGITAL INDICATOR-TOTALIZER shall be of solid state construction and feature a combination of indicating and totalizing functions contained within the same case. The unit shall be a WATER SPECIALITIES MODEL IN62 or an approved equal. Input signal to the instrument shall be 10 pulses per second at the maximum indicator-totalizer scale of ________ (specify indicator range and units). The enclosure shall be high impact thermoplastic and suitable for panel mounting. The front panel shall be NEMA-4X.

INDICATOR scale range shall be 0 to____________(specify indicator range and units) with an accuracy of plus or minus .5% of full scale. The indicator display shall be an 8 digit, LED alphanumeric display with .55" high characters.

TOTALIZER must be built into the instrument case and shall be an 8 digit, straight reading LED alphanumeric display with .55" high characters. The totalizer shall read in units of __________(specify totalizer units). The user can switch between viewing flow rate, totalization, and grand total with the push of a button.

METER, TRANSMITTER AND INSTRUMENT shall be furnished by the same manufacturer to assure system compatibility.